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Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) plays an important
role in the development of the smart grid. AMI is a computer
network, which has to face the cyber security issues
inevitably. Safety certification is one of the many cyber
security issues. AMI have a lot of accessible devices,
therefore it needs a simple and secure access mechanism.
IEEE 802.1x is widely applied in solving the problem of
wireless LAN users access authentication. In this paper, we
propose a modified version of IEEE 802.1x protocol to meet
the special requirements of AMI. In addition, we applied the
modified IEEE 802.1x protocol also in our newly designed
AMI architecture based on IPv6, and discuss the details of
the authentication process. Finally, we build the
experimental environment. We realize the design of AMI
architecture in this experiment, and use the authentication
mechanism proposed in this paper in it. Experiments show
that the proposed authentication mechanism can meet the
special needs of AMI, and our newly designed AMI
architecture based on IPv6 has a direct commercial value.
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1. Introduction

Smart grid is of great significance for the energy
efficiency improvement, distributed energy grid
integration, dynamically adjustment of the power load,

and user interaction enhancement, thus it is a key part of the
development of the next-generation energy Internet.
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is a bidirectional
communication network, which provides communication and
data collection architecture for the smart grid infrastructure
[1, 2]. In addition, AMI is a computer network so that
cyberspace security problems still exist. AMI also faces cyber
security challenges, such as security authentication, secret
key management, secure data transmission and storage,
intrusion detection, etc [3]. Liu N et al [4] proposed a new
secret key management mechanism, which can apply to

unicast, broadcast and multicast, based on analyzing the
characteristics of AMI and the difficulty of establishing secret
key management mechanism. Based on the data collection
from the smart meter, Azghandi S et al [5] presented an
empiricism security model for encryption and secure data
transmission process. Faisal M A et al [6] analyzed seven
kinds of AMI intrusion detection algorithms based on the
data flow which provides useful data for AMI intrusion
detection. Nicanfar H et al [7] proposed the efficient SG
Mutual Authentication (SGMA) and SG Key Management
(SGKM) protocols, for the existing security authentication and
certificate management problems in IPv6 protocol and meshed
AMI architecture [8]. SGMA uses identity-based
authentication, which reduces the steps of authentication in
the Secure Remote Password (SRP) protocol from 5 to 3.
SGKM protocol uses EIBC (enhanced ID-based
cryptography) mechanism to reduce the overhead of
updating the secret key. These two mechanisms have good
defensive performance for common attacks such as brute-
force attack, replay, MITM, DoS. Fouda M M et al [9]
designed a smart grid communication framework, and based
on this framework, they proposed a lightweight message
authentication scheme that uses Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol and a hash-based message authentication code to
achieve mutual authentication deployed in electrical
equipment and communication systems in different regions.

IEEE 802.1x is an access control protocol based on port,
and it is widely applied in solving the problem of wireless
LAN users access authentication [10]. Extensible
Authentication Protocol (EAP) is used for device
authentication, and EAP protocol is used for data
encapsulation in the process of authentication, to ensure the
transmission security in the network. IEEE 802.1x protocol
achieves access authentication for the users by the port
switch control. Before the user finishes authentication, he can
only access to the server using an open non-controlled port,
and this user is not allowed to access other resources before
the authentication process is finished. After the user has
successfully authenticated, the server establishes a logical
channel through a controlled port on the server, then the user
can access network resources through this logical channel.

AMI is a wireless sensor network, also can use the IEEE
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802.1x protocol for authentication access devices [11]. In IEEE
802.1x protocol, EAP plays an important role in the
authentication. However, the several existing EAP
authentications are not suitable to apply to the AMI. EAP-
MD5 (Message-Digest5), a kind of one-way authentication,
is unable to provide the two-way authentication between a
client and the server [12]. EAP-TLS (TransPort Level Security)
is based on the bidirectional certificate authentication, but
there are cumbersome steps such as shake hands four times
in the process of authentication. In addition, EAP-TLS needs
install and maintain certificates on both ends of the client and
the server, which significantly increases the workload to the
administrator. EAP-TTLS (Tunneled Transport Layer
Security) is a two-way authentication protocol, which
completes authentication by establishing a TLS tunnel. In this
way, a client does not need a certificate. EAP-TTLS reduces
the workload by omitting certificates which are necessary in
EAP-TLS, but decrease the security at the same time. There
are a lot of studies on IEEE 802.1x authentication algorithms.
Park K Y et al in [13] analyzed the mobile routing security leak
which exists in IEEE 802.1x protocol for wireless local area
network, and proposed the trusted platform module to solve
this problem. Chi K H et al in [14] proposed fast handoff
security architecture on the wireless mesh network.

SCEP is established by Cisco Company, which is a
certificate-based authentication protocol. The user’s identity,
the entity’s public key and digital certificates are bound to
cryptographically communicate by using PKCS #7 protocol.
In addition, the certificate enrollment in SCEP is an online
process, which provides a certificate of automatic registration
function. SCEP is widely used in network authentication
process.

IEEE 802.1x can realize port resource effective isolation
using the wireless network control, which provides a solution
for AMI network resources isolation [15]. In this paper, we
improve IEEE 802.1x protocol, in the way that use SCEP
instead of the existing EAPs to meet the special requirements
of AMI considering not only the fixed long-term
authentication requirements of smart grid terminals (such as
smart meters), but also the temporary access of mobile
intelligent network terminals (such as intelligent electric cars).
The modified IEEE 802.1x protocol has a simplified
authentication procedure, which can strengthen the
authentication process automation and reduce administrator
workload. In addition, in this paper, we apply the modified
IEEE 802.1x protocol on our newly designed IPv6-based AMI
architecture which can be directly commercialized.

This article is organized according to the following
structure: The overview of SECP is introduced in Section I.
In Section II, we analyze the special security needs in AMI,
and then propose the modified IEEE 802.1x protocol, which is
based on the analysis on the demand for the safety
authentication and the lack of the existing authentication
protocols. In Section III, we design a new AMI infrastructure

based on IPv6 and discuss the detail authentication process
based on the modified IEEE802.1x-based authentication.
Section IV summarizes the full paper.

2. The new authentication mechanism

2.1 THE SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF AMI
Same with other communication networks, AMI faces

security threats, such as the middle attack, communication
information interception, stored data theft and other issues.
However, in addition to the general security requirements,
AMI also has some specific security requirements.
2.1.1 Physical security

Physical security of smart meters should get attention.
Smart meters are in a special physical environment, so they
are easily affected by harsh environment [16]. The climate
difference between southern China and northern China is
very large, which makes smart meters have very different
environments. In many cities which are located in the
southern China with poor conditions, meters are usually
exposed outdoors so that they are often subjected to high
temperatures and rain invasion. What is more, the
environment in the southern China is very humid. However,
in the north, the smart meters placed outdoors are vulnerable
to damage by lightning, rain and snow. In addition, smart
meters are moving in the direction of wireless technology, so
that space electromagnetic signal interference, and the signal
reflection and diffraction by surrounding buildings need to
be considered [17].
2.1.2 Certified security

AMI needs to access smart grid devices for
authentication, including smart meters, smart routers, etc. Any
device accessing AMI must be certified, to prevent middleman
attack and forged identity access [18]. Fig.1 is based on the
certificate of AMI certification process diagram. The smart
grid device sends the authentication request to RA. After
confirming the safety of the equipment, RA examines and
approves the request and then sends a certification request
to CA. After the CA certificates for the smart grid device, the
device can access to the communication network of AMI. In

Fig.1 Diagram of based on the certificate of AMI certification
process
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the diagram, the intrusion detection system is used to detect
the attacks in the data packets which flow into the
communication network of AMI, such as the DOS attack.

Since the bandwidth of AMI communication network is
relatively low, the traditional complex certificate authentication
process is not suitable for AMI [19-20]. New authentication
method needs to be presented. In addition, with the
development of smart grids with mobile terminals, AMI
authentication security should also consider charge for
mobile terminal users when they require outdoor power
support temporarily. Such as in electric vehicle temporary
charging process, electric cars should be connected to the
grid with the complete authentication process, and be built.

2.2 THE PROPOSING OF THE AUTHENTICATION MECHANISM

Through the analysis of the special security requirements
of AMI, this paper proposes a new authentication protocol,
which uses SCEP to replace the existing EAP in IEEE 802.1x
protocol. The flow chart of this mechanism is shown in Fig.2.
Not only does the authentication protocol apply to fixed long-
term access to the smart grid terminals, but also is suitable
for temporary short-term access smart grid mobile terminals.
The authentication protocol keeps the AMI isolated from
unauthorized device, which increases the security of the
network resources. In addition, SCEP reduces the workload
of the administrator by processing certificate request online.

IEEE 802.1x protocol uses Extensible Authentication
Protocol (EAP) standards authentication, but does not
provide a specific authentication protocol. Therefore, IEEE
802.1x protocol can have many extendable authentication
ways. For AMI in smart grid, this paper proposes an
extending version of IEEE 802.1x authentication protocol
based on the SCEP protocol. In this way, before finishing
authentication procedures, intelligent electric network devices
(such as smart meters, smart appliances, charging cars, and
etc.) can be isolated from the AMI network resources. The
advantage of this authentication protocol is to enhance the
AMI network data protection function. In particular, for those
smart meters using mesh technology to access to network in
AMI, only successfully finishing the authentication
procedures, can they access to the mesh network and
communicate with other smart meters in the mesh network, or
connect to the host by other smart meters routing [21]. In this
way, the possibility of master station invaded can be reduced.
The authentication process of the modified IEEE 802.1x
protocol by using SCEP is briefly described as shown in Fig.3.
In Section IV, the detailed smart grid security authentication
and the analysis of authentication process in AMI based on
this authentication protocol are given.

3. The realization of the new protocol based on IPv6 AMI
3.1 OVERVIEW OF AMI ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

In this paper, the design of AMI architecture based on
IPv6 is shown in Fig.4. The AMI architecture uses the

6LoWPAN protocol [22] to assign each smart meter an IPv6
address. The RF mesh technology is applied in smart meter
networks [23]. The new authentication protocol proposed in
section II is adopted by this scheme to be the way of safety
authentication. In Fig.4, convergence router is the AP router
in the IEEE802.1 x protocol, which is responsible for the use
of controlled port forwarding all authentications. If smart grid

Fig.2 Flow chart of the new authentication mechanism
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network terminals, also not be able to access other resources
in the grid. In the authentication process, the smart grid
terminal seeds request authentication to convergence routing.
After convergence routing allows the authentication request,
and sends the SCEP certificate request packet, the router will
forward it to RA. After RA finishes reviewing, SCEP message
is forwarded to CA through the firewall filtering. After
authentication and calculation by CA, CA sends the certificate
to the smart grid terminal in accordance with the original way.
After receiving the certificate issued by the CA, the smart
grid terminal registrants the certificate to the CA’s LDAP
server, and then the authentication process is completed.
After this step, the convergence router opens the controlled
port for the smart grid terminal. Then the logical
communication channel is established and the terminal is
allowed to connect with other terminals by mesh technology,
and with the NMS.

For smart meters multiple-hop mesh network, each meter
can be used as a transfer of message relay. In this scheme, in
order to reduce the burden of computation and storage, the

Fig.3 Authentication process diagram of the new mechanism

Fig.4 AMI architecture design diagram

terminal is successfully certified, the convergence router
opens controlled port. Before access to the smart grid, every
smart grid terminal needs to send an authentication request
to convergence router. Before the authentication through, it
cannot use mesh technology to connect with other smart grid
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routing table from each smart meter to the convergence router
is stored in the convergence router. According to the low
power loose network Routing Protocol (RPL), convergence
router calculates the optimal routing table to each meter, and
then inform each smart meter in the routing table which the
next-hop meter is. If a meter left the mesh network,
convergence router needs to recalculate the routing table.
Using mesh networking technology enhances the robustness
of the smart meters network.

NMS receives packets through the firewall filtering, and
sends a heartbeat packet to each of the smart grid terminal
regularly, so as to confirm that the smart grid terminal remains
in the activated state. If NMS could not timely receive the
heart reply packet from the terminal, it thinks the terminal is
not in the network. NMS can also remotely control the login
of the front-end routers via SSH, and does not have to be
near the front end router, and can carry on the management.

3.2 DESIGN OF ENHANCED AUTHENTICATION FOR LARGE SCALE

METERING

This paper chooses IEEE 802.1x-based SCEP as security
authentication protocol in AMI which is designed in this
paper. Smart grid terminal is the entity of SCEP protocol,
including smart meters, smart appliances. High processing
capacity router plays a role as RA, to deal with SCEP
authentication request submitted by the smart grid terminal.
CA authentication server is behind the firewall. The firewall
filters the source IP address, destination IP address, the
packet agreement, etc., to ensure that the CA server receiving
packets are from the smart grid terminals with secured IP
addresses to reduce the risk of the CA server invaded.

The new authentication protocol is extended mainly used
the certificate authorizing and the certificate registration in
SCEP, which provides a new concrete authentication in the IEEE
802.1x protocol. The authentication mode is more suitable for
smart grid system of AMI. According to the design procedure
of safety authentication, convergence router provides the
functionality of AP in IEEE 802.1x protocol. Instead of a smart
grid terminal, convergence router sends access request,
certificate authorizing request and registration of SCEP
certificate request. However, smart grid terminal certificate
query and certificate revocation has not extended to the IEEE
802.1x protocol, consistent with the original SCEP protocol.
This scheme is implemented as follows: the convergence router
will send SCEP certificate query and revoke request of
intelligent terminal to the front of the router, and then front
router forward sends the requesting packets to the CA and
LDAP servers, so as to realize these two functions.

The different parts from the original SCEP protocol should
be main narratives, includes certificate authorizing and the
certificate of registration. Fig.5 shows the flow diagram of
certificate issuance in the modified IEEE 802.1x by using
SCEP, which is taking the smart meters as an example. The
detailed description is:

(1) Smart meter sends access request to convergence router,
then convergence router returns a response that asks the
smart meters to upload its ID and its public key.

(2) Smart meters issues a certificate authorizing request, and
attached its ID, PK and self-signed certificates (SSC)
which is formed by its ID and PK in the request.

(3) CA/RA server receives the convergence router forwarding
certificate request, and verifies the SSC by using PK for
authentication. If authentication is successful, the
certificate can be issued. At the same time, the CA
encrypts the ID number and certificate request operation
number in SSC, by using PK, and then sends the cipher
text to the smart meter.

(4) After receiving and decrypting the cipher text forwarded
by convergence router from CA/RA, the smart meter
sends a MD5 fingerprint generated from its local private
key to the CA/RA.

(5) After receiving the MD5 fingerprint, CA/RA verifies it. If
the validation is success, the certificate authorizing is
success. If verification is not success, the certificate
authorizing is failure.
Certificate registration procedure is relatively simple, as

shown in Fig.6. After a smart meter sending a certificate
registration request, convergence router transmits this request
to CA/RA, and after CA/RA approvals the request, certificate
registration is successful.

Fig.5 Sequence diagram of certificate issuance in the modified IEEE
802.1x by using the SCEP, which is taking smart meters as an

example

Fig.6 The sequence of certificate enrollment in the modified IEEE
802.1x by using the SCEP, which is taking smart meters as an

example
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In this paper, the LDAP server of the SCEP protocol is
designed, mainly for DIT tree design. The most important part
of DIT tree is the branch that stores certificates and the CRLs.
This branch provides adding, deleting, modifying certificates
and CRLs for smart grid terminals. In the design of certificate
branch, according to the regional division, the certificates of
different regions are separately stored in different branch, so

Fig.7 Diagram certificate catalog library DIT

it is easy to find and management. Certificate catalog library
DIT is shown in Fig.7.

3.3 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

According to the design of AMI architecture based on
IPv6 in this paper, we set up a real network environment. In
this network, the front-end router is Cisco ASR 1001, the

Fig.8 Result of the experiment
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convergence router is Cisco CGR 1120. This architecture can
sense the smart meters when they access in and get out.
What is more, it can sense the network topology. The results
of the experiment are shown in Fig.8. The figure shows the
network topology sensed by the AMI architecture, and the
detailed information of smart grid meter, include the access
time, mesh link traffic, mesh path cost and hops, etc. The
experiment results show that, the new AMI architecture and
the new authentication protocol could sense new smart
meters which try to access to the smart grid.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, the process of the development of AMI in smart
grid and its existing basic architecture are introduced. The
smart meters, which are very important parts of AMI, are
emphatically introduced. The AMI security requirements and
the existing threats, especially in the aspects of security and
privacy protection are analyzed. The new authentication
protocol which uses SCEP to replace the existing EAP in IEEE
802.1x is proposed after the discussion of the special safety
requirements of AMI. The new AMI architecture based on
IPv6 is proposed which is applied in the proposed
authentication protocol and the security authentication
processes are discussed in detail.
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